N J U C C REQUIREMENTS

AREA:
FIRST FLOOR:          1018 SF
SECOND FLOOR:          1239 SF
TOTAL:      2230 SF

GARAGE:
245 SF

VOLUME :     38000 CF
2 STORY
HEIGHT: 34'0"
CONSTRUCTION TYPE: 5-B
USE GROUP: R-3

DESIGN LOADS:
SNOW:      30 psf
FLOOR:     40 psf (30 psf @ bedrooms)
ATTIC:      20 psf
DECK:       60 psf

OCCUPANT LOAD (1/200):    12
PLUMBING FIXTURES:           17

INSULATION:
WALLS:               R-19
CEILING/ROOF:            R-38
FLOOR OVER UNHEATED SPACE:  R-38
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